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Abstract—The use of social media as a marketing tool is one of the important issues affecting the achievement of an organization’s objectives in competitive business. As a result, there is a growing interest in the further study of the factors that lead to a competitive advantage. Today, the focus is on these factors related to social media as a marketing tool on purchase adaption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage. Hence, in this paper, we propose a conceptual model of social media as a marketing tool on purchase adaption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage. It highlights the different purchase adaption factors (customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion) and purchase intention factors (customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability) and how their existence can affect the cloud environment. This conceptual model provides useful insights and suggestions for organizations that could ultimately lead to organizational competitiveness and an increased level of trust between organizations and customers to improve competitive advantage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an extremely globalized and competition-driven business world, the use of social media is growing as a method of improving competitive advantage. Additionally, the realities of marketing have transformed significantly over the last decade. Since its transition into a global communication network, social media has emerged as a useful marketing tool to serve as a platform for domestic and international transactions.

For the last several years, the appearance of second-generation web-based applications, also known as Web 2.0, have played a significant role due to the increased use of social media as a marketing tool for Purchase Adaption and Purchase Intention to improve competitive advantage. Therefore, the introduction of Web 2.0 and different social media platforms has contributed to the expansion of a new era of customer relationship, which allows customers to connect globally and easily share and exchange personal, social, and scientific knowledge with like-minded individuals [1]. Also, [2] noted that following the introduction of internet technology, approaches to communication have transformed and interconnectivity has become more significant for customers; this is particularly true for customer activities such as online shopping and in social networks in online societies, which continue to grow.

Moreover, [3] noted that the survival and development of an organization in a competitive economic environment requires a comprehensive knowledge of its customers. Consequently, the idea of new marketing techniques in business highlights the importance of obtaining complete and accurate knowledge about customer behavior. Recently, [4] explained that organizations that aim to create reciprocal and effective relationships with their customers can obtain more effective marketing relationships. Additionally, social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook allow the construction of virtual customer environments where online communities of interest form around specific firms, brands, and products [5].

Furthermore, the beginning of the 21st century has introduced a new generation of media into customer’s daily life, which presents new channels of communication. Additionally, the concept of social media is a collection of applications that use internet technology, exist on the Web 2.0 platform, and give internet customers the opportunity to interact and communicate with each other [6]. Because of the growing and ubiquitous use of social media tools for communication, platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are among the most popular social media networks. These platforms are used largely for business activities and it is important to adopt social media as a marketing tool for purchase adaption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage.

This paper is significant because it explains the growth of social media as a marketing tool to improve competitive advantage, attractive into explanation the role of the factors that affected to purchase adaption and purchase intention. Furthermore, there is a lack of field studies that deal with the subject of social media as a marketing tool on purchase adaption by customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion and purchase intention by customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability to improve competitive advantage. Consequently, several organizations now have a page on social media websites as a way to connect with society, better understand their needs, and disseminate their latest offers for customers to improve their competitive advantage.

There are some common challenges associated with adopting social media as a marketing tool in an organization’s marketing plan that explain the integration to customer relationship management (CRM) processes and...
measures that lead to improved competitive advantage. Therefore, this paper aims to propose a model that describes the interrelationship between social media as a marketing tool for purchase adoption by customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion and for purchase intention by customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability to improve competitive advantage.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses the primary components of Literature review (i.e., the definition of social media, social media as a marketing tool, the effect of social media on purchase adoption and intention, the concept of competitive advantage, and a description of the effect of social media marketing on purchase adoption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage). Section III describes the research model applied in this study. The final section provides conclusions, including a summary and discussion of the theoretical findings with implications for organizations and executives. Finally, this article includes recommendations for further research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Social Media Definition

There is a large body of literature related to social media concepts. Recently, [7] defined social media as text-, image- and video-based interchange and communication through the World Wide Web, which differs from traditional media by offering the opportunity for social dialogue. Additionally, [8] affirmed that the concept of social media is a fresh, era-transforming device that enables communication between persons, organizations, and several groups from all around the world, and allows for the delivery and exchange of information through a different form of communication.

Regardless of the definition of social media used, [9] emphasize that the concept of social media can include brand promotion when used appropriately by organizations through use of the internet and other tools that change the work of organizations.

As well as social media tools also defined as an electronic media generally employ user and collaborative tagging functionality to increase the level of context surrounding an information object or interactive within the system [10]. Also, [6] explain that social media on the philosophical and the technological foundations of Web 2.0, and it lets the creation and conversation of user-generated content. Additionally, as an intensive community environment, [11] defines the social network as a group of websites on the internet that appeared with Web 2.0 and allow communication between individuals through messages, profiles, and the sharing of news and other information.

B. Social Media as a Marketing Tool

Social media is used as a tool in marketing and has become a portion of the philosophy of connection with customers around the world. Recently, [12] noted that based on the objectives determined by organization managers, social media as a marketing tool can include measuring brands, success through optimization of efficiency, producing incomes, and enhancing relationships with customers. In the new marketing channel, [8] explains that social customer relationship management is more about customer facility descriptions, placing customers first, and using social media marketing as a tool accounts in a technique to associate one to one, not just to provide marketing resources. However, marketing on social media represents the next stage that every organization should take by considering the CRM process and CRM measures. Therefore, [13] describe the social model of CRM where customers increasingly expect access, transparency, honesty, and collaboration with the companies that they choose to do business with. In this context, [4] noted that organizations face the process of constructing and maintaining relationships that prove to be valuable for both customers and the organizations.

Ref. [8] noted that it is necessary for organizations to recognize that a social media policy is an important tool in marketing strategies, since the fastest and most effective techniques and approaches to distribute knowledge, recommend products and services for customers and increase customers acquisition to organizations. Additionally, [14] stated that online social media relationships are an extension of the users’ relationships in the physical world. They also suggested that individuals construct and generate relationship links using social media to deliver more efficient techniques to stay in contact with their connections, formally and informally.

In the era of social media as a marketing tool in organizations, [15] explain that the adoption of social media networks by organizations has been growing, mostly by using more social networks but also by constantly increasing the volume of messages and comments posted on these platforms. Besides, [16] describes that social media platforms currently have great influence on how information is obtained and exchanged. Thus, organizations need to develop new approaches in organizational communication.

Social media can become a significant marketing and communication tool and play a major role in the success of organizations. [17] noted that marketing as a management activity has undergone substantial transformations over the last twenty years; therefore, social media has changed the power structures in the marketplace. In fact, evidence points to a major power migration taking place and leading to the emergence of a new breed of powerful and sophisticated customers. Besides, [3] explains that the marketing technology used through the previous periods of the 20th century, therefore, the growth of marketing techniques through that period and the importance of marketing communications between customer and organization.

In marketing literature, [18] noted that social media focuses on content, with end-users taking an active role in the creation of that content. Similarly, [2] noted that the media in organizations develop content that includes some of the tools such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Therefore, the role of social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and others arises from their capability to rapidly share knowledge and information with other people. So, communication mechanisms such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn have become a helpful method for generating marketing material [1].
Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are innovative methods that have altered to describe the organization environment functions and particularly essential for marketing as tool to improve organization objectives, particularly for superior event managers and sellers by communicating features to create customized event pages that allow organization to show their facilities and goods to deliver for customer and possible attendees to accomplish the competitive advantage to survival the organization within business environment.

C. The effect of Social Media as a Marketing Tools on Purchase Adaption

The use of social media as a marketing tool assists organizations in spreading good news quickly; it can also be used to develop the behavior adaption. Therefore, it is essential for organization managers and marketers to recognize how social media tools work as a method of communication and marketing tool to significantly develop their purchase adaption and intention. Recently, [12] noted that, through social media, customers engage in activities that can enhance a brand’s profitability and effect the reputation of organizations which suppose that social media’s referral impact on purchase behavior for customer may be better than that of general methods of advertising by the organization.

Additionally, [19] explain that the set of processes and other useful systems in CRM help in developing an organizational strategy and this business method understands and influences consumer behavior through meaningful communications so that customer increases, customer loyalty, customer maintenance, and customer profitability are developed. Likewise, [20] explain that the influence of customer relationship management in organizations is related to human, structural, and technological assets on its processes of CRM; as a result, CRM processes have been drawn on the several phases such as initiation, acquisition, regain maintenance, holding, and expansion.

The concept of purchase adoption refers to the process of consuming social media network sites for buying through simplicity of practice; value added facilities and advantages for different customers. For this point, [21] note that CRM becomes an important business approach. CRM focuses on understanding the needs and desires of the consumer and is achieved by placing those needs at the heart of the business by integrating them into the organization’s strategy.

Additionally, [17] explains that recent research reveals new customer behavioral trends rooted in social media usage. In a study conducted by [22], CRM is defined as the strategic process employed by an organization to create, maintain, and sustain long-term customer relationships through the incorporation of people, processes, and technology toward the development of a database and customer-centric management practice that would enhance customer satisfaction and subsequently improve organizational performance and profitability. Therefore, the operational definition of the variables, purchase intention refers to a plan to acquire a particular product and the process by which consumers make these selections [23].

At this time, the business climate necessitates a method to become more popular; additionally, the business economy is not resistant to every influence that may arise. Therefore, social media, which is sometimes referred to as social networking and Web 2.0, refers to communally shaped and shared media content and a network of communities. Customers on social media have the capability to distribute their opinions and use social media as a marketing tool that leads to purchase adaption. These assist with creativity, open communication, and distribution of information between customers by using social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and others. In simple terms, this research identifies the importance of different factors related to CRM processes that affect social media as a marketing tool to lead to Purchase Adaption, such as customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion.

Fig. 1 shows the three classifications of purchase adaption factors. It also shows how several CRM processes are related to the three purchase Adaption factors.

D. The effect of Social Media as a Marketing Tool for Purchase Intention

As the number of internet and social media customers grows worldwide, it is vital for organizations to recognize online purchase intention and understand how to measure it; it is also important to develop the behavior intention. Therefore, purchase intention has become essential for organization members and marketers to understand how social media works as a communication and marketing tool and how they can considerably develop their purchase intention. Therefore, purchase intention refers to the knowledge and requests to build up by social media network marketing that offers customers the sensitivity of buying requirements such as intention by customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability.

Recently, [24] noted that the purchase intentions are the particular assessment of the person that is willing to achieve a specific purchase behavior online. For several years, social media has been used as a marketing tool to improve purchase intention through customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability. Also, [25] noted that social media marketing is different from traditional methods of marketing; therefore, it requires superior consideration and planning to achieve a brand image and customer loyalty. Additionally, the concept of customer satisfaction can lead to successful behavioral intentions, such as repurchasing and positive word-of-mouth
referrals. Most of the earlier studies demonstrate that the direct relationship between customer satisfaction and behavioral intention is important for organizations and their customers [26]. Yet, despite the growth in empirical research into the topic of social media as a marketing tool, still little is understood about how organization-produced and customer-generated social media communications influence consumer behavior, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability.

Furthermore, [27] describe that management of the customer relationship is presently seen as technology and tools and by others as philosophy and this relationship should lead into customer satisfaction and loyalty. Additionally, [28] noted that people can grow their social network online through social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others. They can find not only information concerning smartphones, but can also get comments and critiques from the other users that currently use or previously used the smartphones. Therefore, the website should understand and utilize consumer purchasing behavior to build and maintain good customer relationships [29]. Additionally, Social media offers both organizations and customers new ways of engaging with one another to improve customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability. As a result, brands gain an exclusive, positive, and prominent status in the minds of a large number of consumers [25].

Fig. 2 shows the three classifications of purchase intention factors. It shows how several CRM measures responsibility is related to the three purchase intention factors.

**Fig. 2. Social media as a marketing tool for purchase intention.**

**Competitive Advantage**

The concept of competitive advantage provides real opportunities to organizations. Recently, [30] noted that, in an era of globalization, new markets, and business models, organizations seek new opportunities through which they can gain competitive advantages. Additionally, [31] explain that the competitive advantage often grows when the firm grows its size, takes market share, and becomes dominant in its organizations.

In another study, [32] state that the resources and capabilities constitute the base for the formation of competitive advantage in a long time. Additionally, [33] define competitive advantage as the cross-sectional variance in the spread between product market request and minimal cost. Another definition of competitive advantage is realized through several process novelty stays within the organizations and different competitors cannot duplication the business function it easily [34]. Furthermore, organizations now need to operate in a situation characterized by ever-increasing worldwide competition in order to improve their competitive advantages. Within this context, social media as a marketing tool is considered a critical factor for achieving the competitive advantage and reaching organizational success.

**E. The effect of Social Media Marketing on Purchase Adaption and Purchase Intention to Improve Competitive Advantage**

Of all the new marketing tools, social networking platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others have created, perhaps, the most publicity among both organizations and communication customers. Additionally, with internet technology as a mechanism to help organizations to succeed, social media in marketing begins with websites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others.

Additionally, [35] states that the speedy development of internet facilities and electronic businesses has permitted customers to buy many goods and services online. At the same time, the enormous growth of online shopping has driven concentrated competition between e-commerce vendors, who increasingly recognize customer behavior as vital to success [35]. Additionally, [36] argue that the social integrated to CRM processes used in Web 2.0 generates a committed two-way relationship between customers and organizations, thus producing a shared advantage.

However, [17] noted that the concept of social media presents businesses with new opportunities to improve their competitive position and create new forms of customer value that will attract new customers and help build strong relationships with them. Additionally, [17] noted that, due to the increasing degree of global competition between different organizations, as well as a rapidly increasing number of novelties, organizations have been forced to discover novel methods to attract, gain, and sustain loyal customers in order to stay competitive. Co-creation, the active involvement of customers in the process of new product and service development, has been identified as a reliable source of competitive advantage. Besides, [2] presented that Turkish organizations, such as banks, use social media tools like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to improve their competitive advantages.

In their study, [37] provide elements that need to be taken into consideration so that companies’ economic investment in social media and Facebook can effectively bring together the benefits of social media as well as the elements that may hold consumers back from the communication campaigns of social media. Also, [38] noted that recent scientific literature highlights that marketing communication in social media helps organizations recognize their current and potential clients, create products and services adopted specifically to meet their needs, communicate directly with larger groups of clients in a more effective and efficient way, form a positive image of the organization, and increase sales to improve the comparative advantage.

Recently, [18] explained the impact of social media tools on the marketing organization and the increasing importance of social media as a marketing tool; additionally, by
observing the networking, representation, engagement, and listening-in framework, organizations can choose which kind of social media marketing actions more effectively improve competitive advantage and increase marketing performance. Social media networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others are thus central to our competition, and information on social networks has high value to organizations wishing to foster the acceptance of their product and maximize profit by improving the Purchase Adaption by customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion and Purchase Intention by customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability to improve competitive advantage.

III. RESEARCH MODEL

Building a competitive advantage is undoubtedly becoming increasingly essential for all organizations because the use of social media as a marketing tool is the main source of the continued success of purchase adaption and purchase intention and competitive advantage. The conceptual model of this paper presented in Fig. 3, was developed based on a review of relevant literature and on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of this paper. The model consists of four constructs: social media as a marketing tool; purchase adaption by CRM processes (customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion); purchase intention by customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability; and competitive advantage.

Social media marketing tools are often overlooked in purchase adaption and purchase intention, but they can help improve competitive advantage by providing guidance in CRM processes (customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion) and CRM measures customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and customer profitability in the best way.

Social media tools in CRM processes (customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion) play a major role in Purchase Adaption, which ultimately improves competitive advantage.

Social media tools used for customer acquisition by targeting the right viewers with the right messages at the right time will significantly increase an organization’s ability to acquire new customers through social media. This is accomplished by getting customers to search online and use images to engage with the organization through the various social media platforms.

Social media tools can be used for customer retention by changing things up frequently to stay competitive and drive more purchases by regular customers. Social media marketing can help deepen an organization’s connections with existing customers to ensure continued use of the brand’s products or services by giving customers a direct line to the organization’s support team and persuading them to continue using its solutions into the future.

Social media tools are used for customer expansion to provide and create a connection between organization and customers that want and expect, make customers feel appreciated and valued, and even go as far as promoting organizations to their customers.

Social media tools and CRM measures (customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability) play a major role in purchase intention, which reflects to improve competitive advantage.

Social media tools are used to improve customer satisfaction by delivering a superior level of customer service and monitoring brand mentions. Also, organizations can use a question and answer format to give their customers an avenue to express their concerns, comments, or compliments, and can follow up with customers to gauge feedback on the organization’s services.

Social media tools can also be used to improve customer loyalty by building more meaningful connections with customers and improving customer retention. Additionally, organizations need to develop conversion activities that focus on building a deeper relationship with customers by defining content and personalizing offers so customers look forward to the next promotion.

Social media tools may be used to improve customer profitability by recognizing the importance of rewarding employees for superior customer service. Additionally, these tools help organizations to recognize the importance of emerging technologies that analyze online behavior.

Social media tools lead to purchase adaption and purchase intention and play an important role in the ability of organizations to improve competitive advantage. Additionally, social media holds unprecedented potential for organizations to get closer to customers and, by doing so, facilitate increased revenue, cost reduction, and efficiency.

IV. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other social media platforms deliver several competitive advantages by providing pages where customers can post comments with their needs and feedback, as well as meet their needs by selecting suitable brands. By presenting a conceptual model, this paper contributes to a developing body of literature on the impact of the use of social media as a marketing tool for purchase adaption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage. The success of customers in small-scale organizations depends on the use of social media as a
marketing tool, which serves as a source of an organization’s assets, information, and ability to gain and maintain customers and suppliers. Consequently, the decisive factors for the success of social media as a marketing tool are a strategic approach, and updated processes related to purchase adaption factors, which include customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion, and purchase intention factors, which include customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability, to address short response times between customers and organizations, thus improving competitive advantage.

In order to successfully utilize social media as a marketing tool, organizations must produce a customer purchase adaption and then grow purchase intention and constantly correct the online marketing strategy according to customer behavior in order to ensure a long-term competitive advantage. Additionally, managers in organizations must be aware of the significance of social media websites as a marketing tool in influencing online shopping by improving customer acquisition, customer retention, and customer expansion and by taking initiatives to recognize and highlight customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, and customer profitability.

The conclusions gained from our paper have significant implications for academic research, resulting mainly from an understanding of social media as a marketing tool related to consumer behavior factors such as purchase adaption and purchase intention. Also, this study contributes to the current knowledge of consumer behavior in an online environment in general, and on social media as a marketing tool, in particular, by providing insight through an examination of three important variables on developing positive reactions to purchase adaption, and three significant variables on developing positive reactions to purchase intention. These variables will help improve the competitive advantage.

This paper draws insights from prior literature, but is not supported by its own empirical study. Additionally, the combined effects of variables from the referenced literature are suggested, but are not proven. As such, the researcher intends to continue this study of the conceptual framework in two future papers on the following topics: (1) analyze how to integrate all of the factors related to purchase adaption, purchase intention, and marketing technologies using social media as a marketing tool; and (2) formulate several hypotheses on the relationships between social media as a marketing tool and the factors of purchase adaption and purchase intention to improve competitive advantage through empirical testing.
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